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Library Hours
M - Th 7:30 am - 2:00 am  Sat 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Fri 7:30 am - 6:00 pm  Sun 11:00 am - 2:00 am
See http://library.uww.edu/hours for holiday/special hours.

JSTOR Arts & Sciences IV

JSTOR Arts & Sciences IV is something we’ve been eying for a while. It complements the content in our existing Arts & Sciences I, II & III databases and includes many business, education, and law titles.

Last year we had more than 1,800 “turnaways” from this database, meaning UWW users who were searching in JSTOR or Google Scholar had tried to access articles in this product. So we thought it was a good sign that we should bring it on board.

Say Hello to Source Databases

We’ve added thousands of new journal titles via these six EBSCO Source databases. They all share the same familiar EBSCO interface. Happy hunting!

- Applied Science & Technology Source
- Art Source
- Education Source
- Humanities Source
- Legal Source
- Library & Information Science Source

Say Goodbye to Wilson & ACM

These venerable H.W. Wilson databases have been retired from our EBSCO menu so that we could bring you the six EBSCO Source databases. If you have links in D2L to articles in these databases, you’ll want to update the links.

- Applied Science & Technology Full Text
- Art Full Text
- Biological & Agricultural Index Plus
- OmniFile Full Text Mega Expanded
- Business Full Text
- Education Full Text
- General Science Full Text
- Humanities Full Text
- Readers’ Guide Full Text Mega (but not Readers’ Guide Retrospective)
- Social Sciences Full Text

ACM (Assn of Computing Machinery) Digital Library has also been cancelled because similar content is available in EBSCO’s Applied Science & Technology Source.

Citation Management Training

Learn the basics of citation management software with reference librarians Ellen Latorraca (EndNote Web) and Diana Shull (Zotero). See the UWW Training & Event Signup page for workshop dates & times: https://my.uww.edu/signup/

Meet the New Staff

Please help us welcome three newcomers who joined the Library staff over the summer.

Reference & Instruction Librarian Amanda Hatland will serve as the liaison to the College of Business & Economics. Amanda worked in the Business and Undergraduate Libraries at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign while in graduate school.

Michael Johnson is the new Head of Circulation and comes to us from Shawnee State University Library in Ohio where he was Circulation Librarian.

Trisha Klowak is the new Reserves Assistant in Circulation. She was formerly the Library’s Late Night Supervisor. Please contact Trisha to get your reserves re-activated or to place new material on reserve.

DSM-5™

After 10 years in the works, the American Psychiatric Association has released its fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. This is a standard work used by mental health professionals to diagnose and classify mental disorders. Many of the changes in this edition are controversial and are summed up nicely in a May 2013 New York Times article.

We have access DSM-5™ via our subscription to DSM-IV-TR Online (see the link to DSM-5™ after you log in).

Questions? Contact Carol Elsen, Collection Manager, x5751  elsenc@uww.edu